(1) Every nonempty set has a positive, nonstandard measure, which nearly agrees with Lebesgue measure whenever the latter exists.
(2) The integral of aray function over any set is defined and is computed by multiplying the measure of each point times the value of the function and summing over all points in the set. This integral nearly agrees with the Lebesgue integral whenever the latter exists.
(3) The measure is translation invariant.
(4) The measure is completely additive in the sense that the measure of the union of any disjoint family of sets is the sum of the measures of the sets in that family.
The three theorems of this paper are concerned with developing such a measure which enjoys the last three of these properties.
We assume a knowledge of measure and integration as found in [8] , and a knowledge of nonstandard analysis as found in Chapters 2 and 3 of [7] .
We use a notation scheme for sums and unions illustrated by:
Z fa-(-eA)mZ fa.
aeA iX, %, p.) will denote a cr-finite measure space where X = UXl: (l < /' < oo), piX1) < oo and X1' C X' + 1. If A C X, we denote A n X* by A1'. We also assume that 'o separates points of X in the sense that if a 4 b e X, then there is a set A e f> with aeA, b 4 A. We will let (R, 'd, A) denote the reals with Lebesgue measure. All functions considered are finite valued.
If A is a finite set, we denote by #A the number of elements in A.
A sample on the standard set A is a finite set A C S C A. Ch) For every A e % *AM = \jp.: (/ e ii*A)).
( c) // / is integrable over A, Sjdu^zZfis)-*piPj:ijelCA)).
Proof. This follows from Lemma 1 (Enabling lemma). Let e > 0. Let a., .
• ., a e X, A , . . ., A e fy and f , ..., f be measurable functions.
Then there exist a natural number M and a finite measurable pointed partition if, S) of X such that:
(a) a. e S, 1 <i <n.
(b) Af = l>.: (; e 1(A)). all of *9(X), and then for A e 9(X) identify p'(A) with p'(*A). For A e *f(X) we let /(A) = 2*p(P): ij e 1(A)). J is seen to be a * finitely Also, S has only finitely many members, and each of them has only finitely many members which meet S, so S is finite.
Lemma 3. Lt?; S, cf, and o be as described above. 
